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Abstract
Mobile systems must deliver performance to interactive

applications while simultaneously conserving resources

to extend battery life. There are two central challenges to

meeting these conflicting goals: (1) the complicated opti-

mization spaces arising from hardware heterogeneity and

(2) dynamic changes in application behavior and resource

availability. Machine learning techniques handle compli-

cated optimization spaces, but do not incorporate models

of system dynamics; control theory provides formal guar-

antees of dynamic behavior, but struggles with non-linear

system models. In this paper, we propose CALOREE, a

combination of learning and control techniques to meet

performance requirements on heterogeneous devices in

unpredictable environments. CALOREE combines a hier-

archical Bayesian model (HBM) with a lightweight con-

trol system (LCS). The HBM runs remotely, learning cus-

tomized performance/power models. The LCS runs on the

mobile system and tunes resource usage to meet perfor-

mance goals. The Performance Hash Table (PHT) is the

interface between the two and allows the LCS to apply

the learned models in constant time. We test CALOREE’s

ability to manage ARM big.LITTLE systems. Compared to

existing learning and control methods, CALOREE deliv-

ers more reliable performance – only 2% error compared

to 4.5-5.4% for learning and 4.7% for control – and lower

energy – within 7% of optimal on average as compared to

25-52% for learning and 26% for control. Furthermore,

we demonstrate CALOREE’s ability to meet performance

and energy goals in dynamic systems with phase changes

and multiple applications running on the same system.

1. Introduction

Mobile systems have clear requirements for user satis-

faction: they must meet performance goals necessary for

interacting with sensors and human users while simulta-

neously conserving energy to maximize battery life. To

address these conflicting requirements, mobile proces-

sors have become increasingly diverse, exposing hetero-

geneous resources that must be managed by software.

Meeting performance requirements is further complicated

by the dynamic nature of these systems: application re-

source demands can vary widely as a function of input,

application phase, and multiple applications may compete

for resources.

Meeting performance requirements with minimal en-

ergy on mobile systems poses two challenges: complexity
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Figure 1: CALOREE overview: Mobile devices com-

municate with a server running a hierarchical Bayesian

model (HBM) to learn performance/power tradeoffs. The

learned model is stored in a Performance Hash Table

(PHT) and sent to a lightweight control system (LCS),

which tunes the device’s resource usage to meet perfor-

mance goals with minimal energy.

and dynamics. Machine learning approaches can handle

the complex performance/power tradeoff spaces that arise

on heterogeneous mobile systems [4, 9, 19, 30, 34, 35,

40, 51], but they have no established mechanisms for

reacting to environmental fluctuations. Control theo-

retic techniques explicitly address system and resource

dynamics [6, 14, 16, 18, 25, 44, 49], but rely on linear

models that do not capture the diversity of modern hard-

ware. Independently, neither control nor learning meet

the challenges of modern mobile resource management.

We therefore propose CALOREE1, a combination

of learning and control consisting of the three compo-

nents shown in Figure 1: (1) a hierarchical Bayesian

model (HBM) that learns application-specific relation-

ships between performance/power and resource usage,

(2) a lightweight control system (LCS) that dynamically

tunes resource usage to meet performance requirements

with minimal energy, and (3) a performance hash table

(PHT), which is the interface between learning and con-

trol.

CALOREE’s design has two unique features: Remote

Learning and Fast Control. First, sophisticated learning
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techniques produce accurate models of complicated sys-

tems but they are computationally expensive. CALOREE

mitigates this expense by running the learner on a re-

mote server. This approach not only addresses overhead,

it allows the learner to aggregate data from multiple de-

vices, improving learning accuracy. Second, the controller

must not significantly impact performance or energy on

the mobile device. Yet, the controller must solve a con-

strained optimization problem to meet the performance

goal with minimal energy. To overcome this difficulty,

CALOREE’s remote learner constructs a PHT for each ap-

plication. While building the PHT is expensive, it allows

the LCS to solve the constrained optimization problem in

constant (O(1)) time.

We run HBM on an x86 server and the LCS on ARM

big.LITTLE devices and evaluate across 20 parallel bench-

marks that exhibit a variety of power nd performance

trade-off behaviors. We find that CALOREE delivers:

• Reliable Performance: CALOREE achieves an

average error of 2%, compared to 4.5-5.4% for exist-

ing learning methods and 4.7% for existing control

approaches.

• Lower Average Energy: CALOREE achieves an

average energy consumption of only 7% over opti-

mal, compared to 25-52% for existing learning meth-

ods and 26% for existing control approaches.

• Better Worst Case Behavior: CALOREE’s worst

observed error across all applications and targets is

9%, compared to 19-73% for prior learning methods

and 25% for existing control methods. The worst

observed energy for CALOREE is 1.82× greater

than optimal, while it is 4-12× greater for learning

and 2.9 × greater for control.

• Adaptability to Dynamics: We test CALOREE’s

ability to deal with changing environments by intro-

ducing resource contention with other processes. In a

dynamically fluctuating environment, CALOREE’s

worst performance error is 30%, as compared to 71-

84% for prior learning approaches and 35% for prior

control approaches.

In summary, this paper makes the following contribu-

tions:

• Proposes CALOREE, a combination of a hierarchi-

cal Bayesian model with a lightweight control sys-

tem, which addresses the twin challenges of complex-

ity and dynamics to meet application performance

goals with minimal energy on heterogeneous mobile

systems.

• An interface for combining learned models of dis-

crete resource usage with continuous control models

of resource dynamics that allows the lightweight

controller to run in constant time.

• Demonstrates that CALOREE achieves both smaller

error and higher energy savings compared to inde-

pendent learning and control techniques.

2. Motivational Example

We present two simple examples to illustrate the comple-

mentary strengths and weaknesses of learning and control.

We use mobile development boards featuring Samsung’s

Exynos 5 Octa with an ARM big.LITTLE architecture

that has four energy-efficient LITTLE cores and four high-

performance big cores. Each cluster can be set to different

frequencies, leading to a large configuration space for as-

signing resources to multi-threaded applications.

Figures 2a and 2c show how performance varies as a

function of both resource usage and application. The fig-

ures show cores on the x-axis and frequency on the y-axis,

with darker colors representing higher performance. The

presence of local minima and maxima mean that the func-

tion from resource usage to performance is non-convex.

Therefore, simple gradient ascent/descent methods are

not suitable to navigating these configuration spaces. Ad-

ditionally, lavamd has a significantly more complicated

configuration space than kmeans.

We consider prior learning and control approaches.

LEO, a hierarchical Bayesian learner, estimates applica-

tion performance as a function of its resource usage [30].

POET, a control system, adjusts resource usage to meet

application performance requirements with minimal en-

ergy [18]. This section develops intuition about when one

approach performs better than the other, motivating our

proposal to combine the two.

2.1. Learning Complexity

Many machine learning approaches have been proposed to

estimate application performance in a variety of scenarios

[22–24, 34, 40, 42, 51]. Machine learning is well suited to

building models of complicated systems like those shown

in Figures 2a and 2c.

To demonstrate how well learning manages complex-

ity, we consider meeting a performance requirement for

lavamd, which has a complicated configuration space.

We launch the application and use either learning or

control to meet a performance requirement with mini-

mal energy. The learning approach estimates all con-

figurations’ performance and power and then uses the

lowest power configuration that delivers the required per-

formance. The control approach has a generic model of

performance/power frontiers (similar to kmeans) and it

constantly measures performance and adjusts resource

usage according to this generic model.

Figure 2b shows the results of controlling 30 iterations

of lavamd to meet the performance requirement. The

x-axis shows iteration number and the y-axis shows nor-

malized performance. The learning approach achieves the

goal, but the controller oscillates wildly around it, some-

times not achieving the goal and sometimes delivering
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Figure 2: (a) Performance for lavamd as a function of configuration. (b) Managing lavamd’s performance: Learning

navigates the complicated configuration space, but control ’s simple model leads to oscillation. (c) Performance for

kmeans as a function of configuration. (d) Managing kmeans’ performance when another application starts: Control

detects the change and adapts, but learning has no mechanism to handle these dynamics.

performance that is too high (and wastes energy). The

oscillations occur because the controller adjusts resources

based on an incorrect (over-simplified) model of the con-

figuration space. Hence, the learner’s ability to handle

complex models is crucial for reliable performance in this

example.

2.2. Controlling Dynamics

We now consider a dynamic environment. We begin with

kmeans as the only application running on the system.

Halfway through its execution, we launch a second ap-

plication on a big core, dynamically altering resource

availability.

Figure 2d shows the results of this experiment. The

vertical dashed line represents when the second applica-

tion begins. The figure clearly shows the benefits of a

control system in this dynamic scenario. After a small

dip in performance, the controller returns it back to the

desired level. The learning system however, does not have

any inherent mechanism to measure the change or adapt

to the altered performance. While we could theoretically

relearn the configuration space whenever the environment

changes, doing so is impractical.

Control systems are a light-weight mechanism for man-

aging such dynamics [14]. Control systems are resilient to

scale change in the system performance or power. Many

dynamic changes reduce all configurations’ performance

almost uniformly, changing the magnitude of performance

without altering the relative difference between config-

urations. For this reason, control systems have proven

especially useful in webservers with fluctuating request

rates [17, 27, 43] and multimedia applications with dy-

namically varying inputs [25, 28, 44].

3. Combining Learning and Control

CALOREE combines learning with control to tackle both

complexity and dynamics. Figure 1 shows a detailed

overview of CALOREE. A mobile system runs an ap-

plication and some small number of measurements are

taken and sent to a server. The server uses a hierarchi-

cal Bayesian model to combine these measurements with

ones taken on other devices and with measurements of

other applications. Using this large volume of data, the

HBM produces an application-specific model of perfor-

mance and power for all resource configurations. The

model is sent to a lightweight control system (LCS) that

manages the device, adjusting resource usage to meet ap-

plication performance requirements with minimal energy.

The learned models are stored a performance hash table

(PHT), which is the interface between the remote HBM

and the LCS that manages the device. The expensive pro-

cess of constructing the PHT is done by the server. Once

built, the PHT allows the LCS to apply the learned mod-

els in constant (O(1)) time. This section provides a brief

overview of the relevant learning and control techniques

used in CALOREE, and then describes the interface that

combines them.

3.1. The Hierarchical Bayesian Model

Machine learning models are predictive in nature. Given

some observations of a system, they create a model to pre-

dict future behavior in unobserved settings. CALOREE

uses a hierarchical Bayesian model (HBM), based on LEO

[30], to turn observations of applications’ performance

and power given some resource allocation into predic-

tions of the performance and power of other, unobserved

resource allocations. The HBM provides a statistically

sound framework for learning across applications and

devices.

The HBM is non-parametric in terms of resource con-

figurations. Instead of modeling a configuration’s per-

formance/power as a function of the exact number of

cores or clockspeed, it captures correlations between con-

figurations. Hence, the HBM is well suited to learning
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Figure 3: Comparison of online, offline, and hierar-

chical Bayesian models. Arrows represent dependences,

circles are random variables, white circles are hidden and

must be learned, solid circles are fully observed data, and

shaded circles are partially observed.

complicated configuration spaces, like those in Figures 2a

and 2c. The non-smoothness and application-specificity

of these configuration spaces means that parametric mod-

els – based on clockspeed/cores – will not produce ac-

curate predictions. In contrast, the HBM requires fewer

assumptions about the relationship between configura-

tions and performance/power and is thus more robust for

this modeling problem [30].

Figures 3a–3c compare CALOREE to online and offline

learning models. The online model only uses observations

of the current application and it must be parametric in

the configuration space, since it has no other information.

The online model is thus highly dependent on the model

parameterization; e.g., if the model is specified to be lin-

ear in frequency, but an application is memory-bound,

the online model will over-allocate resources. The offline

model only uses information from previously observed ap-

plications and lacks knowledge of the current application.

This general model will capture trends – e.g., when most

applications should transition from LITTLE to big cores –

but it will miss key inflection points for applications that

deviate from the general trend.

The HBM is a combination of the online and offline)

approaches, incorporating both (1) observations of the

current application and (2) observations of other appli-

cations to learn correlations between different configu-

rations. The HBM’s correlation matrix captures these

relations and scales with the number of configurations,

making the model non-parametric. In practice, such a

non-parametric model is much more flexible; e.g., it can

learn a linear relationship between frequency and perfor-

mance for a compute-bound application and that there is

no relationship for a memory-bound one. Unlike the pure

online approach, in the HBM all applications’ models

are conditionally dependent on a hidden mean and co-

variance matrix. Rather than over-generalizing (like the

offline model) or over-specifying (like the online model)

the HBM implicitly uses a pool of similar applications to

produce new models. Additionally, the HBM’s accuracy
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Figure 4: Light-weight control system (LCS)

increases as more applications are observed because more

behaviors are represented in the pool of prior knowledge.

Of course, the HBM’s computational cost – which is lin-

ear in the number of applications – also increases with

increasing applications, but this is why we offload the

learning to a remote server.

3.2. The Lightweight Control System

Control theory provides a discipline for tuning system

parameters to ensure operating goals are met in a dy-

namic environment. We use a controller to adjust system

resource usage to see that the performance goals (corre-

sponding to a quality-of-service or real-time constraint)

are met over time. The difficulty is that classical control

formulations integrate the application-dependent relation-

ship between performance and the controlled resource

directly in the control formulation. This makes the control

models too specific to a particular class of applications.

Thus, we face the problem of implementing a general con-

trol system that is applicable to a number of applications,

and where the models relating resources to performance

are not known ahead of time, but are provided by the

HBM at runtime.

CALOREE addresses this problem using the classic

computer science approach of adding a layer of indirec-

tion, as illustrated in Figure 4. Instead of directly con-

trolling resources using an application-dependent model,

CALOREE controls speedup and a separate module uses

the learned models to optimize energy while respecting

this speedup constraint. Similar models have been used to

build generalized controllers where users are responsible

for supplying the models [18, 49]. Our goal is to elimi-

nate this user burden and have a remote HBM supply the

model.

3.2.1. Controlling Speedup We write a simple difference

model relating speedup to performance:

per f (t) = m ·speedup(t −1)+δ (1)

where m is the max speed of the application, here defined

as the speed when all resources are available. While m

is application specific, it is easy to measure online, by

simply allocating all resources. Such a configuration

should not violate any performance constraints (although

it is unlikely to be energy efficient) so it is safe to take

this measurement without risk of violating performance

constraints.
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With this model, the control law is simply:

error(t) = goal − per f (t) (2)

speedup(t) = speedup(t −1)−
error(t)

m
(3)

which states that the speedup to apply at time t is a func-

tion of the previous speedup, the error at time t and the

max speed m. This is a very simple deadbeat controller

that provides all the standard control theoretic formal

guarantees [14]. Using the above definition of max speed,

most speedups will be less than one. In addition to mak-

ing max speed easier to measure, this definition bounds

the HBM’s output, making for more robust learning.

3.2.2. Optimizing Speedup CALOREE must turn the

speedup produced by Eqn. 3 into a resource allocation.

The primary challenge here is that the HBM produces a

non-linear function mapping the discrete system resource

allocations into speedup and powerup, while Eqn. 3 is a

continuous linear function. CALOREE bridges this divide

by assigning time to resource allocations such that the

average speedup over a control interval is that produced

by Eqn. 3.

We call an assignment of time to resources a sched-

ule. We call a combination of settings for each resource

a configuration. For example, using two big cores at 1.5

GHzand putting all the little cores to sleep is one config-

uration. There are typically many schedules that meet

a required speedup. To extend battery life, CALOREE

finds a minimal energy schedule. Given a time interval T ,

a workload W to complete in that interval, and a set of C

configurations, we formalize this problem as:

argmin
τ

C−1

∑
c=0

τc · pc (4)

such that
C−1

∑
c=0

τc ·sc ·b =W (5)

C−1

∑
c=0

τc = T (6)

0 ≤ τc ≤ τ, ∀c ∈ {0, . . . ,C−1} (7)

where pc and sc are the estimated powerup and speedup

of configuration c and τc is the amount of time to spend in

configuration c. Eqn. 4 simply states that the objective is

to minimize energy (power times time). Eqn. 5 states that

the work must be done, while Eqn. 6 requires the work to

be done on time. Eqn. 7 simply avoids negative time.

3.3. The Performance Hash Table

While most linear programming problems would be in-

efficient to solve repeatedly on a mobile device, the one

in Eqns. 4–7 has a constant time, O(1), solution. Kim et

al. analyzed solutions to the problem of minimizing en-

ergy while meeting a performance constraint [20]. They
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Figure 5: The Performance Hash Table and its rela-

tionship to the power/performance tradeoff space. The

HBM encodes the configuration as the lower convex hull

of points in the performance/power tradeoff space and

stores those in a table indexed by speedup.

observed that there must be an optimal solution with the

following properties:

• At most two of τc are non-zero, meaning that at most

two resource configurations will be used in any time

interval. This property both drastically limits the

search space and puts a limit on the overhead of

switching configurations, since it is never profitable

to switch more than twice in an interval.

• If one plots the configurations in the power and per-

formance tradeoff space (so that performance is on

the x-axis and power is on the y-axis) the two con-

figurations with non-zero τc lie on the lower convex

hull of that space.

We use these two facts to construct a constant time al-

gorithm for finding the optimal solution to Eqns. 4–7

online. The intuition behind our solution is illustrated in

the upper half of Figure 5. This figure shows a hypotheti-

cal example of the power and performance tradeoffs the

HBM might learn for some application and device. Each

point represents a configuration and each configuration is

charted with normalized performance on the x-axis and

normalized power on the y-axis. For any feasible perfor-

mance requirement, there is a minimal energy schedule

that uses no more than two of the configurations on the

lower convex hull, as any points that lie above the lower

convex hull require more power for equivalent perfor-

mance [20]. Therefore, the HBM estimates the power and

performance of all configurations, then finds the lower

convex hull, and sends that to the LCS. This lower convex

hull is the interface between the HBM and the LCS, and

the key enabler of CALOREE’s combination of learning

and control.

The HBM stores the lower convex hull in a perfor-

mance hash table (PHT). The PHT and its relationship to
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the lower convex hull is illustrated in Figure 5. It consists

of two arrays, the first is an array of pointers into the

second array, which stores the configurations on the lower

convex hull sorted by speedup. Recall that speedups are

computed relative to the maximum speed. We therefore

know the largest speedup is 1, so we need only concern

ourselves with speedups less than 1. The first table of

pointers has a resolution indicating how many decimal

points of precision it captures. The example in Figure 5

has a resolution of 0.1. Each pointer in the bottom table

points to the configuration in the second array that has the

largest speedup less than or equal to the index.

To use the table, the optimizer receives a speedup s(t)
from the controller. It needs to convert this into two con-

figurations referred to as hi and lo. To find the hi config-

uration, the optimizer clamps the desired speedup to the

largest index lower than s(t) and then walks forward until

it finds the first configuration with a speedup higher than

s(t). To find the lo configuration, the optimizer clamps

the desired speedup to the smallest index higher than s(t)
and then walks backwards until it finds the configuration

with the largest speedup less than s(t).
Finally, the optimizer sets τhi and τlo by solving the

following set of equations:

τ = τhi + τlo (8)

s(t) = shi ·τhi + slo ·τlo (9)

In these equations, s(t) is the speedup requested by the

optimizer and sc are speedups estimated by the learner.

By solving Eqns. 8 and 9, the optimizer has turned the

controller’s requested speedup into a resource allocation

schedule using the models provided by the HBM. Pro-

vided that the resolution is large enough to get a good

spread of configurations to indices, the optimizer will in-

dex the configuration one entry (on average) from where

it needs to be. Thus, the entire optimization process runs

in constant time – assuming that the learner is responsible

for building the PHT once before passing it on to the opti-

mizer. This efficiency comes at a cost of memory usage,

as many of the entries in the speedup index table will point

to redundant locations in the configuration array. This

tradeoff is reasonable in practice as the code that runs on

the mobile device must be fast or we risk wasting energy

while trying to save energy. In practice, we recommend

a table of size 100 which provides a sufficient resolution

and is not too wasteful of space.

4. Experimental Setup

4.1. Platform and Benchmarks

We perform our experiments on four ODROID-XU3 de-

vices which are small mobile devices running Ubuntu

14.04. The ODROID boards have Samsung Exynos 5

Octa processors based on the ARM big.LITTLE archi-
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Figure 6: Lack-of-fit for performance vs clock-speed

for a fixed number of cores. Lower value for lack-of-fit

indicates a more compute-bound application whereas a

higher value indicates a memory bound application.

tecture. Each processor has 19 speed settings for its 4

big cores and 13 for 4 LITTLE cores. Each board has an

on-board power meter updated at 1/4 msintervals. Each

resource configuration (combination of big/LITTLE cores

and clock-speeds) has a different performance and power,

which is, itself, application-dependent.

We use 20 different benchmarks from different suites

including PARSEC [3], Minebench [32], Rodinia [5],

and STREAM [29]. Our benchmarks include compute-

bound, memory-bound, and hybrid workloads as shown

in Figure 6. That figure reports the lack-of-fit or the lack

of correlation between frequency and performance. Appli-

cations with high lack-of-fit do not improve performance

with increasing frequency, typical of memory bound ap-

plications, while applications with low lack-of-fit do see

increasing performance with increasing clock-speed [31].

Applications with intermediate lack-of-fit tend to improve

with increasing clock speed up to a point and then see no

further improvement. Each application has been instru-

mented to report its performance as heartbeats/second an

application-specific performance metric [18].

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

A performance target can be thought of as a quality of

service expectation for the given application. We run our

applications from 10% to 90% performance targets and

observe how CALOREE performs under each constraint.

We quantify the ability to meet performance targets us-

ing the standard metric mean absolute percentage error

(MAPE). Suppose the application wants to emit n heart-

beats while maintaining a speed of Sr, then MAPE is

calculated as:

MAPE = 100% ·
1

n

n

∑
i=1

max

(

Sr − sm(i)

Sr

,0

)

(10)

where Sr is the performance target and sm(i) is the perfor-

mance observed for ith heartbeat.

We run every application in every resource configura-

tion and record performance and power for every heart-

beat. By post-processing this data we can determine the

optimal configuration for each heartbeat and each perfor-

mance target. To produce an energy metric that we can
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compare across applications, we normalize energy as:

normalized energy = 100%.(em/eoptimal −1) (11)

where em is the measured energy and eoptimal is the op-

timal energy produced by our oracle. We subtract 1, so

that this metric shows the proportion of energy consumed

over optimal.

4.3. Points of Comparison

We compare CALOREE’s combination of HBM with con-

trol to baselines constructed with a combination of differ-

ent learning models and a state-of-art controller based

on the Pace-to-idle (P2I) heuristic [20]. Pace-to-idle

is proven never to be worse than race-to-idle and often

provides as much as 2× energy savings, but requires

application-specific knowledge to implement. Pace-to-

idle completes jobs in the most energy-efficient configu-

ration and then transitions to a low-power sleep state until

the next job is ready. As the energy-efficiency of a config-

uration is application-dependent, it is natural to combine

pace-to-idle with machine learning approaches that can es-

timate the energy efficiency for different applications. In

the next section, we will compare CALOREE’s delivered

performance and energy savings with:

1. Online-P2I – This strategy observes the application

at small number of configurations then performs

polynomial multivariate regression for the perfor-

mance and power of unobserved configurations.

2. Offline-P2I – This is our zero-sample policy, used

when we do not observe any values for the current

application. This method takes the mean over all

known applications and uses that to estimate power

and performance for new applications. This strategy

only uses prior information and does not update the

model based on runtime observations.

3. LEO-P2I – We use the LEO learning model in com-

bination with Pace-to-idle (P2I) heuristic.

4. POET – A state-of-the-art, open source control sys-

tem designed to meet application performance with

minimal energy [18]. POET requires users to specify

a model of resource performance and power con-

sumption. We use POET with the model produced

by the Offline learner.

5. Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate CALOREE’s ability to deliver requested per-

formance with near-optimal energy. We first examine a

single-application scenario, where each application is run

by itself. We then consider a multi-application scenario

where each application is run and then, halfway through, a

second random application is launched, testing the ability

to deliver performance in a changing environment. We

then examine other dynamic scenarios where application

inputs or behavior changes during application execution.

5.1. Performance and Energy for Single Application

To test the ability to deliver performance and minimize

energy, we set a range of targets from 10-90% of the maxi-

mum achievable performance on our system. The extreme

targets are generally easy to hit. The most interesting per-

formance targets are around 30%-70%, where there are

not obvious choices for configuration settings. These

intermediate targets require a blend of big and LITTLE

cores and getting that blend to both meet the performance

and reduce energy is dependent on accurate models of

performance and power.

The results for these single-application tests are shown

in Figures 7 and 8. The benchmarks are shown on the

x-axis; the y-axes show MAPE and the normalized energy,

respectively. We find that CALOREE has lower MAPE

and energy consumption than the baseline algorithms.

Across all applications and targets, the online model pro-

duces an average error of 5.4%, the offline: 4.5%, LEO:

4.0%, POET: 4.7%, and CALOREE: 2.0%. These results

show that CALOREE reduces error by a factor of two

compared to prior approaches.

The energy consumption results are even more impres-

sive. The online model requires an average of 52% more

energy than optimal, offline: 25%, LEO: 31%, POET:

26%, and CALOREE: 7%. Thus the combination of learn-

ing and control provides a dramatic reduction in energy

consumption compared to even state-of-the-art learning

or control approaches. The reason is that the combination

is complementary: LEO produces accurate models while

control both can correct small errors in those models and

adapt to dynamic changes in behavior.

5.2. Performance and Energy for Multiple Applica-

tions

In this experiment, we test the ability to deliver perfor-

mance in an environment where applications compete for

resources. We launch each of our benchmarks with a

performance target (using the same targets as the prior

study). Halfway through execution, we start another ap-

plication randomly drawn from our benchmark set. We

bind this application to one big core. Launching this sec-

ond application clearly changes performance and power

consumption. Delivering performance to the original ap-

plication in this dynamic scenario tests the ability to react

to environmental changes.

The results for the multi-application tests are shown in

Figures 9 and 10. The benchmarks are shown on the x-

axis; the y-axes show MAPE and the normalized energy,

respectively. We note that the 90% target is generally

not reachable in this scenario as it would require the con-

trolled application to have exclusive use of all big cores.

CALOREE again has lower MAPE than the baseline

algorithms. Across all applications and targets, the online
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Figure 7: Comparison of application performance error for single application scenario.
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Figure 8: Comparison of application energy consumption for single application scenario.

model produces an average error of 38.5%, the offline:

15.5%, LEO: 19.7%, POET: 21%, and CALOREE: 18%.

CALOREE is also more energy efficient than the base-

line algorithms. Across all applications and targets, the

average normalized energy for online model is 22%, the

offline: 13.5%, LEO: 18%, POET: 15%, and CALOREE:

14%. But, the main benefits of CALOREE can be seen in

terms of worst case scenarios where CALOREE is signif-

icantly better than the baselines. The online approach has

a highest MAPE of 84%, for offline: 72%, for LEO: 84%,

for POET: 37% and for CALOREE: 30%. CALOREE

is also more energy efficient in the worst case scenario;

the worst case energy consumption for online approach

is 863%, for Offline: 307%, LEO: 747%, POET: 158.7%

and CALOREE: 110%

POET and CALOREE both produce better outcomes

in the dynamic scenario because they are specifically de-

signed to handle system dynamics. CALOREE, however,

does significantly better in the worst case than POET

because the HBM produces more robust models. The

energy consumption results are not as meaningful for this

experiment, but they are included for completeness. Be-

cause there is another application running that is not under

control, it consumes resources and energy that drags down

energy efficiency for the control approaches. The learning

approaches are not affected the same way. Because they

do not re-allocate resources, the learning approaches ac-

tually save energy, but do so by missing the performance

target.

To demonstrate CALOREE in this dynamic environ-

ment we look at the specific example of bodytrack with

a 70% target. The time series data for bodytrack is shown

in Figure 11. The figures show time (measured in frames)

on the x-axis and performance/power on the y-axes. Per-
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Figure 9: Comparison of application performance error for multiple application scenario.
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Figure 10: Comparison of application energy consumption for multiple application scenario.

formance is normalized to the target. There is a curve for

each of LEO, POET, and CALOREE.

This small example clearly illustrates the benefits of

CALOREE compared to prior approaches that use only

control or learning. There are two key regions in the

figures, the times before the second application starts (on

the left of the vertical dashed line) and the times after

(on the right). Before the second application starts (at the

dashed line), both LEO and CALOREE do a good job of

tracking the target and keeping energy low. In contrast,

POET produces oscillating performance (and thus power)

because it has a bad model of LITTLE core performance

causing it to use the LITTLE cores too much and then

too little. This oscillation also results in unnecessary

power consumption. After the second application starts,

POET and CALOREE recognize the performance has

changed and adjust resource usage. CALOREE does

a slightly better job of tracking the change, producing

fewer oscillations. LEO cannot adjust to the change as it

computes the optimal configuration once at the beginning

of the application. Overall, LEO produces a MAPE of

13%, POET’s is 9%, and CALOREE’s is 4%. CALOREE

produces better results than LEO because it reacts to the

change; it produces better results than POET because it

has captured the complex application-specific behavior

on this system.

5.2.1. Phase Change In this experiment we demonstrate

that CALOREE allows applications to operate well by

changing resource allotment when the input varies with

time. In Figure 12 we see x264, a video encoder applica-

tion with 2 different phases, where the phase change oc-

curs at the 180th frame. The first scene is difficult and the

second one becomes significantly easier. In the first phase,

CALOREE and the baseline LEO-P2I seem to have lower
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Figure 11: Time series of Bodytrack with phase

change caused by multiple applications running.
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Figure 12: Time series of X264 with phase change

caused by different inputs.

MAPE as compared to POET. At the same time, these two

algorithms seem to consume less energy than POET in-

dicating that POET is operating at a configuration not on

the Pareto frontier of power and performance. When we

change phase, CALOREE and LEO-P2I both algorithms

are still able to meet the performance target with far less

fluctuations as compared to POET. But, CALOREE pro-

vides better energy savings as compared to LEO-P2I.

5.3. Sensitivity to the Measured Samples

We examine CALOREE’s sensitivity to sample size. We

vary the number of samples taken online and show how

it affects the accuracy of the learned models. We note

that this is simply the HBM’s accuracy in producing the

model used by the controller. This number is significant,

because we do not want to take a large number of samples

of new applications, if we can avoid it.

Figure 13 shows the results and compares CALOREE’s

accuracy to the online approach for learning both per-

formance (top) and power (bottom). The figure shows

sample size on the x-axis and accuracy on the y-axis.

CALOREE’s HBM initially performs as well as the Of-
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Figure 13: Estimation accuracy versus sample size.

fline approach and as sample size increases, the accuracy

uniformly improves and reaches greater than 90% with

around 20 samples. On the other hand, the online ap-

proach needs at least 7 samples so that the design matrix

for the polynomial regression has more samples than vari-

ables. As we get more samples the accuracy for the online

model improves but still does not meet CALOREE’s ac-

curacy for the same number of samples.

5.4. Overhead

The main overhead of CALOREE is due to sampling

where the applications need to run through a few con-

figurations before CALOREE can reliably estimate the

entire power and performance frontier. We argue that

the sampling cost can be distributed across devices by

asking each of them to contribute samples for estimation.

Once the sampling phase is over, the HBM is quite fast

and can generate an estimate as fast as 500 ms which is

significantly smaller than the time required for sampling

the applications.

The LCS requires only a few floating point operations

to execute, plus the table lookups in the PHT. To evaluate

the LCS’ overhead, we time 1000 iteration of the con-

troller. We find that it is under 2 microseconds, which

is significantly faster than we can change any resource

allocation on our system. We conclude that the LCS has

negligible impact on performance and energy consump-

tion of the controlled device.

6. Related Work

We discuss related work in managing resources to meet

performance goals and reduce energy.

6.1. Machine Learning

There are a huge array of different learning techniques

that are applicable to different problems. As discussed in

Section 3.1 we break learning for resource management

into 3 categories: offline, online, and hybrid approaches.
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6.1.1. Offline Learning The offline approaches build

models before deployment and then use those fixed mod-

els to allocate resources [2, 7, 22, 24, 48]. In these ap-

proaches, the model-building phase is generally very ex-

pensive, requiring both a large number of samples and

substantial computation to turn those samples into ac-

curate predictive models. Applying the model online,

however, tends to be low overhead. The main drawback is

that the models are not updated as the system runs which

is a problem for adapting workloads. A good example of

an offline approach applies learning to render web pages

on mobile systems with low energy [51]. It builds an

offline model mapping web page features into estimations

of performance for different core types. When a new page

is downloaded, the system quickly estimates the resource

need to render the web page and uses the lowest energy

resources that will still maintain user satisfaction. The

mapping of web pages to resource use is very compli-

cated and this approach deals with that complication. It

does not, however, address system dynamics; e.g., when

other applications are running concurrently with the web

browser.

6.1.2. Online Learning Online techniques use observa-

tions of the current application to tune system resource

usage for that application [1, 23, 26, 34, 35, 42]. For

example, Flicker is a configurable architecture and op-

timization framework that uses only online models to

maximize performance under a power limitation [34]. An-

other example, ParallelismDial, uses online adaptation to

tailor parallelism to application workload [42].

6.1.3. Hybrid Approaches Some approaches combine

offline predictive models with online adaptation [8, 9, 39,

40, 45, 47, 50]. For example, Dubach et al. propose such

a combo for optimizing the microarchitecture of a single

core [9]. Such predictive models have also been employed

at the operating systems level to manage system energy

consumption [39, 40]. [47].

Many other approaches combine offline modeling with

online updates [4, 15, 19]. Bitirgen et al use an artificial

neural network to allocate resources to multiple applica-

tions in a multicore [4]. The neural network is trained

offline and then adapted online using measured feedback.

This approach optimizes performance but does not con-

sider power or energy minimization.

6.2. Control

Almost all control solutions can be thought of as a combi-

nation of offline model building with online adaptation.

Usually the model building involves substantial empirical

measurement and modeling to build a model that is then

used to synthesize a control system [6, 16, 18, 25, 28,

37, 38, 41, 46, 49]. The combination of offline learning

and control works well over a narrow range of applica-

tions, as the offline models capture the general behavior

of the entire class of application and require negligible

online overhead. This focused approach is extremely ef-

fective for multimedia applications [12, 13, 21, 28, 44]

and web-servers [17, 27, 43] because the workloads can

be characterized ahead of time so that the models produce

sound control.

Indeed, the need for good models is the central tension

in developing control for computing systems. It is always

possible to build a controller for a specific application

and system by extensively modeling that pair. More gen-

eral controllers which work with a range of applications

have addressed this issue with models in several ways.

Some provide control libraries that encapsulate control

functionality and require users to input a model [18, 38,

41, 49]. Others automatically synthesize both a model

and a controller for either hardware [36] or software [10,

11]. JouleGuard combines learning for energy efficiency

with control for managing application parameters [15]. In

JouleGuard, a learner adapts the controller’s coefficients

to model certainty, but JouleGuard’s learner does not

produce a new model for the controller. Because Joule-

Guard’s learner runs on the same device as the controlled

application, it must be computationally efficient and thus

it cannot identify correlations across applications or even

different resource configurations. CALOREE is unique

in that a remote server generates an application-specific

model automatically. By offloading the learning task, we

are able to (1) combine data from many applications and

systems and (2) apply computationally expensive, but

highly accurate learning techniques.

Carat also aggregates data across multiple devices [33].

Carat uses learning to generate a report for human users

about how to configure their device to increase battery life.

While both Carat and CALOREE learn across devices,

they have very different goals. Carat’s goal is to return

very high-level information to human users; e.g., you

should update a driver to extend battery life. CALOREE

returns lower-level models to another automated system

that will apply those models to save energy.

7. Conclusion

This paper presents CALOREE, a combination of ma-

chine learning and control for managing resources in mo-

bile systems. We have compared CALOREE to prior

learning and control approaches and find that CALOREE

delivers more reliable performance with lower energy

both in a quiescent device, where the controlled appli-

cation is the only one running, and in a more realistic

scenario where other applications can interfere with the

managed application. CALOREE’s ability to manage

both complexity and dynamics make it well-suited to

managing modern mobile devices which must deliver re-

liable performance to users while dealing with energy

limitations.
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